ERIBA Caravans
Build your own holiday with ERIBA Caravans 2016.
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The Pioneer
Inventor, visionary, entrepreneur − Erwin Hymer wrote camping history
by turning his group of companies into the European market leader.

Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the entrepreneur

As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always been insep-

and a healthy dose of ambition and hard work − all of these

arably linked with the name HYMER. The passion and profes-

were typical of Erwin Hymer. From small beginnings, the com-

sionalism that goes into the development and construction of

pany founder, who passed away in April 2013, created a group

our vehicles communicates itself to our customers. For decades,

of companies which now ranks among the leading motorhome

Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and ceaseless creativity has shaped

and caravan manufacturers in Europe and is active worldwide.

the entire industry. His whole life’s work provides us with a model
for future corporate decisions.

As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his parents’ calling
and began working in his father Alfons’ repair shop in the southern German town of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year later, he
developed the first caravan – the original “Troll” – in collaboration
with the engineer Erich Bachem. And thus began a new era! The
next decisive step came in 1971 with the launch of the first HYMER
motorhome – a key milestone in our long corporate history.
The past 57 years have seen a wide variety of different series,
models and layouts. Many of the motorhomes and caravans set
standards and ushered in new trends − especially in terms of
technology, comfort and design, as well as quality and safety.
For our founder Erwin Hymer, incorporating customers’ wishes
into the development of new and improved vehicles was always
a matter of principle.
Erwin Hymer (* 27 July 1930 † 11 April 2013), a leading figure of the European caravan and motorhome sector.

Bad Waldsee
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Visit the Erwin Hymer
Museum and discover the
world of motorhoming and
the greatest routes of all time.
www.erwin-hymer-museum.de

A unique success story
The history of the ERIBA caravan.

Beginning with the legendary Touring models from the early days

decades. Novel technologies, consistent innovation and supreme

of the company’s history, which have long since acquired cult

comfort and quality ensure maximum customer satisfaction and

status, to the luxurious Nova model ranges of the present day

set ever new trends. Join us on a fascinating journey back in time

− ERIBA caravans have shaped a whole industry for almost six

through the history of ERIBA caravans.

1957

1960

1966

1976

1978

1980

Alfons Hymer begins production of agricultural vehicles.

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

Birth of the ERIBA Touring
models Puck, Faun and
Troll followed by Pan,
Familia, Triton and Titan.

Introduction of the ERIBA
Nova model range.

Launch of the Eribette, a
compact alternative to the
ERIBA Touring built of wood.

The innovative PUAL body
shell is developed and
proves its stability.

ERIBA and HYMER merge to
form ERIBA-HYMER GmbH.

1998

2004

2005

2012

2013

2014

The ERIBA Moving model range
sets new standards in caravan
design with its round body shape.

The redesigned ERIBA
Nova is the most modern
caravan on the market.

The ERIBA Feeling is developed
as a modern lifting-roof caravan.

The ERIBA Exciting supplements the model range
for young campers.

The ERIBA Nova Light combines
the compact outer dimensions of
the ERIBA Feeling with the comfort
features of the ERIBA Nova.

Strikingly beautiful and convincingly practical, this is how the
new space marvels of the Nova
model range present themselves.
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Unique to ERIBA:
the symbol for top quality
you can see and feel in
every ERIBA caravan.

Why ERIBA?
ERIBA makes everyone a travel enthusiast.

*

*www.eriba.com

There are many important criteria to consider when buying a

customers deserve a high-quality vehicle with superior comfort,

caravan. After all, it’s an investment you expect to benefit from

and one which represents a worthwhile economic investment. So

for years or even decades to come, enhancing your leisure time

when it comes to choosing a caravan, you need look no further

and holidays and bringing you freedom and independence. So

than the premium manufacturer ERIBA! Besides supplying high-

who better to turn to for information than a renowned supplier

quality vehicles, HYMER also promotes motorhoming on many

and European market leader with a wide selection of vehicle

other levels, ensuring that caravanning enthusiasts are ideally

types? All our products are developed on the principle that ERIBA

equipped for their travels.

Passion and conviction: ERIBA caravans embody a whole way of life.
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= New

These pages are model-specific.

Where luxury comes as standard

A home for all seasons

Why pay for extras? ERIBA has it all!

Optimal insulation, smart heating concept.

We strive to set ever new standards in the production of our ERIBA

stylish interior design and an ideal interior climate are a hallmark

The 30 mm thick PUAL-style walls and large double-glazed framed

an innovative 4-circuit Alde hot-water heating system at the cus-

caravans. Prime examples of this are the patented PUAL design
and innovative raum+system. ERIBA caravans come with an exten-

of all our models. That way our customers can rest assured that

windows ensure perfect insulation values. And you’ll never have

tomer’s request. Thanks to the ERIBA rear ventilation system, the

they are buying a vehicle with high value retention. What’s more,

cold feet again thanks to the 50 mm thick styrofoam floor insu-

warmth is evenly distributed throughout the interior to create an

sive range of safety equipment as standard. Superior fittings, a

they can access a comprehensive range of services at all times.

lation, especially when combined with the optionally available

ideal climate inside the vehicle. Every new ERIBA product has to

hot-water floor heating system. ERIBA caravans are notable for

pass a rigorous cold chamber test – and invariably does so with

their high-performance heating concept, which can even include

flying colours.

3 cm PUAL wall
≙ 68 cm solid brick wall

Surrounding plastic corner profile
Breathable plywood layer
Gapless elastic bonding
Fine-pore polyurethane foam
Aluminium outer skin

Every convenience

Innovations

High-tech body

raum+system

Perfect insulation thanks to patented design

Efficient air circulation

Intelligent heating

All-round comfort: the highquality fittings and elegant design
impress at first glance.

Pioneering lightness: from lightweight construction to the
unique new raum+system, ERIBA
is constantly setting standards.

Unrivalled technology: the PUAL
design ensures a perfect interior
climate even at extreme temperatures.

The raum+system in the ERIBA
Nova guarantees completely clear,
unobstructed storage, and offers
even more space and convenience
thanks to the central service installation concept and system rails.

The PUAL construction technique ensures outstanding wall and roof insulation values. This guarantees pleasant temperatures throughout the
year and keeps gas consumption low in winter. The thermal insulation is
equivalent to a 68 cm-thick solid brick wall. The walls and roof are elastic
and bonded together tightly, making them resistant to extreme stresses.

All overhead storage cupboards
have a void at the back through
which warm air can circulate freely. This prevents major temperature variations in the interior and
protects against condensation.

The Alde hot-water central heating system and the hot-water floor
heating system keep things nice
and cosy in the ERIBA Nova. Convector heaters integrated in the
furniture ensure efficient air circulation.

-2,5 -5,0 -7,5 -10 -12,5 -15 -17,5 -20

°C

Safe braking

Maximum safety

Value retention

Top service

First-class test results

Drying drawer

Frost-proof

Sealing in the heat

The AAA Premium Brake from
AL-KO is now fitted in all ERIBA
caravans as standard. This automatic brake adjustment facility shortens the braking distance
substantially.

Whatever your destination, driving
safety and comfort are paramount
with ERIBA.

An investment that pays for itself:
our vehicles still fetch high resale
prices even after many years.

Also good to know: we’ll still be
there for you post-sale, thanks to
our dedicated European-wide service and extensive dealer network.

All our newly developed models
are tested in the cold chamber for
their winter-resistance. The new
Nova came through the cold stress
test with the best results ever recorded in the caravan sector.

A drying drawer is provided under
the wardrobe. Warmth from the
heating system enters the drawer through ventilation holes and
dries damp clothing just like a
tumble drier – warm socks guaranteed!

Fresh and waste water tanks are
installed in an insulated and temperature-controlled GRP tray under the floor to prevent any risk
of freezing. All hot-air ducts,
fresh water pipes and electrics are
housed inside the caravan to ensure frost protection.

To keep that cosy warmth inside
the vehicle, all windows are fitted
with cold-bridge-free PU frames
and have a steplessly adjustable,
double-pleated Duette® honeycomb blind for added thermal insulation.
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Take a tour of the
ERIBA works and
find out what goes on
behind the scenes.
www.eriba.com/tour

ERIBA Caravans
Spoilt for choice.
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Model

ERIBA
Touring

ERIBA
Feeling

ERIBA
Exciting

ERIBA
Nova Light

ERIBA
Nova GL

ERIBA
Nova SL

Profile

The cult caravan for
seasoned travellers
and individualists

The compact caravan
for grand tours and
grand emotions

Young, sporty and
elegant – plenty of freedom for a small budget

Compact comfort – for
discerning customers

Visually stunning –
impressively practical

Superb design with
optimal functionality

Weight (in kg)

900 – 1,300

1,200 – 1,500

1,200 – 2,000

1,200 – 1,500

1,500 – 2,300

1,500 – 2,300

Length (in metres)

4.83 – 5.76

6.07 / 6.47

6.59 – 8.07

6.07 / 6.47

6.90 – 8.23

6.90 – 8.23

Width (in metres)

2.00 / 2.10

2.17

2.30 / 2.50

2.17 / 2.25

2.30 / 2.40

2.30 / 2.40

Height (in metres)

2.26

2.24

2.58

2.57

2.62

2.62

Berths

2–4

3–5

4–9

3

4–7

4–7

ERIBA Touring
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The ERIBA Touring models.

210 / 360 kg
900 – 1,050 kg

Payload / O (optional extra)
Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O

+

Familia 310

483 × 200 × 226 cm

210 / 360 kg
900 – 1,050 kg

Berths + O

Standard chassis

AL-KO lightweight chassis

Triton 430

528 × 200 × 226 cm

160 / 360 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

+

Familia 320

483 × 200 × 226 cm

180 / 330 kg
900 – 1,050 kg

Triton 410

528 × 200 × 226 cm

ERIBA Touring
The cult caravan for individualists.

overall height, and their lifting roof and superb roadholding char-

Troll 540

576 × 210 × 226 cm

320 kg
1,300 kg

528 × 200 × 226 cm

220 / 420 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

ERIBA Touring caravans have acquired cult status. They are

576 × 210 × 226 cm

360 kg
1,300 kg

230 / 430 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

Triton 418

Troll 530

Troll 542

576 × 210 × 226 cm

360 kg
1,300 kg

+

notable for their low dead weight, compact dimensions and low
acteristics are positively legendary. The vehicles come with an
exclusive equipment package which ensures both comfort and
maximum safety. A practical furnishing concept with a high-quality
interior and an exclusive design – in the living and sleeping area,

Triton 420

528 × 200 × 226 cm

170 / 370 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

kitchen and bathroom – make travelling with the ERIBA Touring

Troll 550

576 × 210 × 226 cm

300 kg
1,300 kg
+

an unforgettable experience.

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.
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More information
on the ERIBA Touring
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only.

www.eriba.com/touring

ERIBA Touring highlights
A sense of well-being is all part of the package.

Perfect interior climate
thanks to lifting roof
canvas window

LED awning light with
motion detector
Unique design
principle based on
aircraft engineering

1.95 m headroom thanks
to ERIBA lifting roof
Optimal brake
force thanks to
AAA Premium Brake

Optimal roadholding characteristics
and driving safety

Further highlights: pull-out entry step, isolated gas bottle, all upholstery fabrics with HYMER stain
protection, external table attachment strip, folding kitchen worktop extension
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No snaking

The elegant way to save fuel

The anti-snake stabiliser (AKS
3004) with automatic overrun
and automatic reversing mechanism corrects snaking as soon as it
occurs, thus increasing the safety
margin.

ERIBA caravans are models of efficiency due to an aerodynamically
shaped front with rounded edges. The body shape – unique in caravan
construction – boasts a timeless elegance and comes with numerous
benefits: lower air resistance for better fuel economy, much improved
driving safety and optimal road-holding. With this compact touring pro,
you can now holiday with greater safety, economy and – not least – style.

Everything well stowed

Reading light

Plenty of space

More than just a door

The all-round overhead storage
cupboards with their elegant
doors are big enough to house all
your travelling utensils and they all
stay closed without rattling.

In the ERIBA Touring, the reading
light with sensor is located either
above the transverse rear bed,
the twin beds or the large seating
group depending on the model.
Just the thing for those who like
a cosy evening curled up with a
book!

All the layouts have a generous,
full-height wardrobe with adjustable shelves which easily accommodates all your holiday clothing.
That way you’re ideally equipped
even for longer trips.

The entrance door becomes a
practical furniture item with its
stowage pockets and the integrated rubbish bin. The optional insect screen roller blind keeps unwanted guests away.

ERIBA Touring
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Inspiring interior design on wheels.

Compact yet amazingly spacious
The ERIBA Touring with its lifting roof boasts a standing height
of 1.95 metres. The interior has a warm and welcoming feel, with
cleverly designed furnishings in the bright Merano Pear Wood
finish.

More space for preparation

Organisation is everything

Stowage space galore

The side flap acts as a worktop extension and combines with the sink
cover to make a large work surface.

The drawer with cutlery insert keeps things tidy and the sink cover with
integrated chopping board provides a larger work surface. Even larger
pans will fit under the high-spout tap.

All fixed beds open up wide and high-quality spring struts keep them safely in position when open. The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the outside through the large exterior locker door on the awning side (optional extra dependent on model).
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Charming interior concepts.

Maximum sleeping comfort
Travelling doesn’t have to mean compromising on sleeping comfort: in the ERIBA Touring, restful slumbers are guaranteed thanks
to cold foam mattresses with soft drill covers.
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Everything in its place

Additional bed and storage space

The bathroom is equipped with a height-adjustable mirror, a shelf with
tensioning straps to store utensils, a towel rail and a Thetford bench toilet.

All seating groups can be transformed as quick as a flash into a
comfortable bed. The spacious seat boxes provide plenty of easily accessible stowage space.

ERIBA Feeling
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The ERIBA Feeling models.

230 – 430 kg
1,200 – 1,400 kg

Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O

+
Standard chassis

Feeling 425

607 × 217 × 224 cm

230 – 430 kg
1,200 – 1,400 kg
+

Feeling 470

647 × 217 × 224 cm

280 – 480 kg
1,300 – 1,500 kg

ERIBA Feeling

Perfect for an authentic travel experience and long-distance tours

Small on size, big on emotion.

ERIBA Feeling. This model series ideally combines the technical

combined with the best of home comforts – the light and agile

+

advantages of a lifting-roof with a generous living space concept.
The unique PUAL technology provides excellent insulation for
an optimal climate. And its low dead weight means it can take
any amount of luggage. Generous, cosy seating areas and berths
ensure a superior standard of living and sleeping comfort.

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.
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Berths + O
AL-KO lightweight chassis

ERIBA Feeling
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More information
on the ERIBA Feeling
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only.

www.eriba.com/feeling

ERIBA Feeling highlights
Where the feel-good factor comes as standard!

Perfect interior climate
thanks to lifting roof
canvas window

Thorough insulation
thanks to proven
PUAL design
Low fuel consumption due
to aerodynamic front

Elegant design

Greater driving safety

Large gas bottle locker

Space for bicycles

The optional Elegance package
provides even more variety for
your ERIBA Feeling: side walls in
Sierra grey metallic, stylish aluminium rims, plastic drawbar cover
and the Elegance design graphics.

The extra-long V-shaped drawbar
of the AL-KO chassis and its semi-trailing link axle with independent suspension ensure optimal
road-holding and extremely high
driving stability. That means maximum safety on your travels.

The lockable nose stowage compartment can be easily reached
through a wide-opening hatch fitted with a gas pressure strut. Besides two 11-kg gas bottles the
compartment also has room for a
spare wheel, an optional 22-litre
waste water tank and the vehicle ramps.

The optional Thule bicycle rack
accommodates two bikes securely on the drawbar. The rack simply
folds back to allow access to the
nose storage compartment.

kg

480

1.95 m headroom thanks
to ERIBA lifting roof

A

Travel-friendly thanks
to compactness and
manoeuvrability
Optimal brake
force thanks to
AAA Premium Brake

Large exterior locker
door 100 × 40 cm

Further highlights: energy-saving LED interior lighting, continuous manoeuvring handle at the rear,
roll-up slatted frame with extra cushion between the single beds, 45-litre water tank
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Very high payload

Smart storage space

Multiple protection

Firmly in control

Thanks to the ultra-sturdy, fully galvanised AL-KO lightweight
chassis, the ERIBA Feeling has a
very high load-bearing capacity
despite its low dead weight. Payloads of up to 480 g are possible depending on the model and
equipment level.

All fixed beds open up wide and
high-quality spring struts keep
them safely in position when
open. That way the huge bed
boxes are easily accessible – both
from inside the caravan and from
the outside through the exterior
locker door on the awning side.

The tinted windows with double acrylic glazing not only provide sun protection and thermal
insulation: they are also fitted as
standard with insect screens and
blackout blinds, plus safety locks
with vent position catches.

The sturdy grab handles at the
front (A) and the continuous
handle at the rear (B) allow a firm
grip when manoeuvring the caravan by hand. The rear handle runs
along the entire width of the caravan so that several helpers can
all pull together.

ERIBA Feeling
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Top-quality living comfort
in a compact caravan.

The feel-good factor
With its fresh, modern decor, the ERIBA Feeling gives you a
pleasing sense of space and makes a sporty travelling companion
you can go anywhere in the world with.

Functional holiday kitchen

3-burner hob

Dine in style

The compact kitchen of the ERIBA Feeling 425 has everything you need
for a carefree holiday.

The easy to use, easy-clean 3-burner hob means you can create more
ambitious dishes if you choose. When folded up, the glass cover serves
as a fire guard.

The seating area of the Feeling 470, shown here in the fabric combination
Rodez, provides plenty of space to enjoy a meal in company.
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Timeless modern design
with no compromises.

Room at the top
The optional ERIBA sleeping roof brings you closer to the stars.
It offers an additional sleeping area – without having to convert
the seating group – and also gives you a fantastic view.
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Multifunctional bathroom

Rest and relaxation

For bookworms

The spacious compact bathroom is notable for its multifunctionality, and
includes a modern Thetford toilet in the ERIBA Feeling 425. The open
shelves are secured with tensioning straps. A shower can also be fitted
on request.

In the ERIBA Feeling 470 – here in a Merano Pear Wood finish – you can
relax in perfect comfort on high-quality cold foam mattresses.

In the ERIBA Feeling 425, the handy LED reading lights at the head end
of the comfy rear transverse bed provide ideal illumination at any time
of day or night.

ERIBA Exciting
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The ERIBA Exciting models.

150 – 450 kg
1,200 – 1,500 kg

Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O

+

Exciting 400

659 × 230 × 258 cm

Berths + O

Standard chassis

AL-KO lightweight chassis

Exciting 530

770 × 230 × 258 cm

150 – 450 kg
1,200 – 1,500 kg

200 – 700 kg
1,500 – 2,000 kg

+

+

Exciting 470

744 × 230 × 258 cm

Exciting 535

110 – 560 kg
1,350 – 1,800 kg

175 – 475 kg
1,500 – 1,800 kg

+

+

Exciting 471

701 × 230 × 258 cm

Exciting 540

190 – 540 kg
1,350 – 1,700 kg

250 / 650 kg
1,600 / 2,000 kg

+

+

Exciting 485

684 × 230 × 258 cm

742 × 230 × 258 cm

770 × 250 × 258 cm

Exciting 560

807 × 250560
× 258 cm
Exciting
1.600 kg – 2.000 kg

190 – 540 kg
1,350 – 1,700 kg

Plenty of freedom for families.

area radiates a cosy, homely atmosphere. and the sleeping area

+

+

Exciting will delight both the young and young at heart. The living
is so comfortably designed that caravanning fans of all ages will
feel at home here. With its bunk beds, the ERIBA Exciting is very
child-friendly, and there’s plenty of storage and shelf space to
help you keep things tidy. The ERIBA Exciting – in short, the ideal
caravan for the whole family.

673

Exciting 505

782 × 230 × 258 cm

220 – 620 kg
1,600 – 2,000 kg
+

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.
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ERIBA Exciting

With its chic design and attractive colour scheme, the ERIBA

[

110 – 510 kg
1,600 – 2,000 kg

= new

ERIBA Exciting
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More information
on the ERIBA Exciting
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only.

www.eriba.com/exciting

ERIBA Exciting highlights
Everything you need for perfect travel comfort.

Large exterior locker
door on awning side

Integrated LED lights
for the awning
High load-bearing
and load capacity

Space for bicycles

Modern external design

Economical LEDs

The optional Thule bicycle rack
accommodates two bikes securely on the drawbar and simply folds
back to allow access to the nose
storage compartment.

Your ERIBA Exciting is painted bright white. At once classical, modern and
neutral, it complements your tow car to produce a stylish rig. The attractive exterior design conceals a sturdy, ultra-modern sandwich-type body
shell design comprising sheet aluminium and a highly insulating polystyrene core; the hail-proof outer roof skin is made of glass reinforced
plastic. The ERIBA Exciting is also available in a high-class smooth metal
version on request.

The indirect mood lighting above
the seating group allows you to
create a subtle evening ambience
inside the vehicle at the touch of
a button. Consumption remains
very low thanks to the energy-saving LED light tube.

Omnistor roof awning

Gas bottle access

Natural light

Room at the top

The optionally available Omnistor
6200 articulated awning offers optimal sun and rain protection. This
extremely lightweight and elegant
awning fits compactly to the curve of the roof without making the
caravan any wider.

The small service opening allows
opening and closing of the gas
bottles. Even if a bicycle rack is fitted to the drawbar, the gas bottles can still be operated without
removing the bikes.

The large panoramic roof vent in
the living area lets in plenty of direct daylight to create pleasant
natural light conditions. At night,
uniform lighting is provided by the
integrated LED spotlights.

The optional ERIBA sleeping roof
brings you closer to the stars. It
offers an additional sleeping area
– without having to convert the
seating group – and also gives you
a fantastic view.

Very high payload
thanks to the lightweight
AL-KO chassis
No snaking thanks
to the AKS 3004
Optimal brake
force thanks to
AAA Premium Brake

Further highlights: all upholstery materials with HYMER stain protection, hot air distribution, smoke detector, Alde hot-water
heating (optional), entrance door with integrated waste bin (optional), garage door 56 × 115 cm (depending on model)
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Room for individuality.

Cosy atmosphere
The large rear seating area in the Lionel fabric design combined
with Legno Lombardo furniture finish radiates a cosy, homefrom-home feeling.

High-spec refrigerator

A great combination

Comfortable seating

The lockable 142-litre refrigerator has an integrated 15-litre freezer
compartment plus flexible storage shelves and can be run on 12V, 230V
or gas.

The new 3-burner hob/sink combination comes with a safety pilot system,
is easy to clean and includes sufficient work surface at the front for food
preparation.

In the ERIBA Exciting 470, here in the Rodez fabric design, you sit on
comfortably upholstered seats with lumbar and knee support.
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Delightful accommodation
for the whole family.

Sleep like a queen
The large queen-size bed is easily accessible from either side.
Bedside shelves and wardrobes on the left and right help keep
things tidy.
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Large play and lounging area

Storage space galore

Small is beautiful!

With the aid of an optional slatted frame, the twin beds can be quickly
and easily turned into a large playing and lounging area for the whole
family.

The large storage box under the double bed in the Exciting 485 is easily
accessible both from inside and outside, via the 100 × 40 cm exterior
locker door at the side.

Everything you need – in a compact area which still gives you a feeling of
spaciousness, thanks to the Legno Lombardo furniture finish.

ERIBA Nova Light
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The ERIBA Nova Light models.

205 – 405 kg
1,200 – 1,400 kg

Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O
Berths

Standard chassis

Nova Light 425

607 × 217 × 257 cm

205 – 405 kg
1,200 – 1,400 kg

Nova Light 465

607 × 225 × 257 cm

180 – 480 kg
1,200 – 1,500 kg

Nova Light 470

ERIBA Nova Light

How much holiday comfort can a compact class caravan offer?

Compact comfort for the
discerning customer.

barely five metres, it comfortably accommodates up to four peo-

The ERIBA Nova Light has the answer. Despite a body length of

647 × 217 × 257 cm

235 – 435 kg
1,300 – 1,500 kg

ple – with bags of space to move and the high-end equipment
and quality standard of an ERIBA Nova. Plenty of storage space,
ample loading capacity and a good safety package guarantee carefree excursions. And thanks to the excellent standard of sleeping
comfort and cosy living area, a relaxing holiday is guaranteed.

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.
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AL-KO lightweight chassis

ERIBA Nova Light
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More information
on the ERIBA Nova
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only.

www.eriba.com/nova-light

ERIBA Nova Light highlights
Fuel-saving, safe travel.

Low fuel consumption
due to aerodynamic front

Thorough insulation
thanks to proven
PUAL design

Large gas bottle
compartment with space
for two 11-kg gas bottles

Elegant design

No skid risk

Drawbar jockey wheel

More stability

The Elegance package makes the
ERIBA Nova Light a visual delight
– with side walls in Sierra grey
metallic, smart aluminium rims, a
plastic drawbar cover and the Elegance design graphics.

The optional stability control system (ATC – Automatic Trailer
Control) detects dangerous snaking movements in advance and
initiates controlled braking in a
fraction of a second to decelerate the trailer and stabilise the rig.

With the optional AL-KO Premium
drawbar jockey wheel with integrated load indicator, you can travel safe in the knowledge of having the optimum drawbar weight.

The optional galvanised corner
steadies provide ERIBA caravans
with firm support and stability on
any terrain. You can increase stability even more by fitting Big Foot
steadies.

Omnistor roof awning:

Natural light

Smart storage space

Protected installation

The optionally available Omnistor
6200 articulated awning offers optimal sun and rain protection. This
extremely lightweight and elegant
awning fits compactly to the curve of the roof without making the
caravan any wider.

The large panoramic roof vent in
the living area lets in plenty of direct daylight to create pleasant
natural light conditions. At night,
uniform lighting is provided by the
integrated LED spotlights.

All fixed beds open up wide and
high-quality spring struts keep
them safely in position when
open. That way the huge bed
boxes are easily accessible – both
from inside the caravan and from
the outside through the exterior
locker door on the awning side.

All hot-air ducts, water pipes and
the entire on-board electrics are
housed inside the vehicle to protect them from freezing. Thanks
to the space-saving installation,
the existing stowage space can be
optimally used.

Large exterior locker
door 100 × 40 cm
Improved driving
safety due to the
extra-long V-drawbar
Optimal brake
force thanks to
AAA Premium Brake

Up to 435 kg payload

Further highlights: economical LED interior lighting, LED awning light with motion detector, extra-long drawbar with high bearing load
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Living and cooking in the
motorhomes of tomorrow.

The feel-good factor
The living comfort is first class, the available space is amazing and
the outer dimensions are compact – but you decide on where to
“locate” this mobile apartment.

Chilled to perfection

Ideal cooking facilities

Relaxed view

The 80-litre refrigerator with separate, removable freezer compartment
offers plenty of storage space.

The ERIBA Nova Light 465 combines all the essentials in a compact space:
sink, 3-burner hob, refrigerator and practical storage facilities.

Enjoy the high seating comfort of the spacious dinette in Lionel fabric
design and free view through the three large panoramic windows of the
Nova Light 465.
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Timeless elegance with
a unique touch.

It’s the inner qualities that count!
Compact external dimensions combined with high quality
equipment: the ERIBA Nova Light 465 with queen-size bed and
multi-zone cold foam mattresses and removable drill cover.
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Sleep in comfort

Daily body care

All strapped in

The two-metre single beds with cold foam mattresses ensure optimal
sleeping comfort, and can be joined in a flash to create a larger surface.

The compact bathroom provides enough space for everyday body care
and accommodates all the necessary accessories. The shower fitting can
be supplemented with an optional shower head and shower curtain.

The tensioning straps in the open compartments keep everything firmly in
place when you’re on the move. The lockable cupboards provide plenty
of space for various bathroom accessories.

ERIBA Nova GL
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The ERIBA Nova GL models.

196 – 496 kg
1,500 – 1,800 kg

Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O

+

Nova 465 GL

690 × 230 × 262 cm

196 – 496 kg
1,500 – 1,800 kg

Nova 485 GL

Berths + O

Standard chassis

AL-KO lightweight chassis

Nova 545 GL

750 × 240 × 262 cm

201 – 501 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

716 × 230 × 262 cm

Nova 560 GL

783 × 240 × 262 cm

130 – 430 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

135 – 635 kg
1,500 – 2,000 kg

+

Nova 495 GL

717 × 230 × 262 cm

151 – 451 kg
1,500 – 1,800 kg

Nova 530 GL

ERIBA Nova GL

The ERIBA Nova GL boasts a modern design, unique comfort fea-

Visually stunning – impressively practical.

and caters to the tastes of modern caravanners with brighter

tures and top functionality combined with excellent practicality,

800 × 240 × 262 cm

151 – 451 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

767 × 230 × 262 cm

136 – 536 kg
1,600 – 2,000 kg

Nova 540 GL

Nova 580 GL

Nova 585 GL

800 × 240 × 262 cm

166 – 466 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

767 × 240 × 262 cm

181 – 481 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

Nova 590 GL

800 × 240 × 262 cm

131 – 431 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

colours and simple structures and surfaces. The innovative ERIBA
raum+system guarantees even more space and freedom of movement within the same dimensions. Highlights of the new Nova

Nova 541 GL

generation include its outstanding body shell design, separate

181 – 481 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

dressing room, practical new service installation systems and

764 × 240 × 262 cm

Nova 620 GL

823 × 240 × 262 cm

310 – 610 kg
2,000 – 2,300 kg

absolute winter resistance.

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.
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More information
on the ERIBA Nova GL
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only.

www.eriba.com/nova-gl

ERIBA Nova GL highlights
Perfection down to the last detail.

More freedom of
movement with 1.98 m
headroom

PUAL body shell design:
optimal insulation,
absolute stability

raum+system: for
added stowage space
and functionality

Good insulation
thanks to 51 mm
sandwich floor

AL-KO Vario chassis:
allows up to
635 kg payload
Optimal brake
force thanks to
AAA Premium Brake

50-l underfloor
freshwater tank

Other highlights: AL-KO AKS 3004 safety coupling, 40 × 40 cm roof hatch over the bed, cold foam mattresses
with removable drill covers, LED awning light with motion detector, Truma-Therme hot water supply
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Amazing space

Accurate support

Round or square

Alternative style theme

The new front section is a triumph
of design: easy access thanks to
the ergonomic swivel flap with
low loading edge and plenty of
space for the bike rack, rollable
grey water tank and two 11-kg gas
cylinders.

The optional ERIBA sleeping comfort system with high quality cup
slatted frame ideally emphasises
the advantages of the multi-zone
cold foam mattresses. Each area
of the body is supported with the
ideal counter-pressure for snug
and restful sleep.

It’s a well-known fact that tastes
vary, so the ERIBA Nova offers two
types of seating cushions: square
in the GL, and rounded in the SL.
The SL version can also be ordered for the GL.

The ERIBA Nova GL is also available in the Trentino style collection on request. This includes the
slightly warmer looking Trentino
Pear Wood furniture finish along
with bi-coloured flaps and black
chrome handles.

Efficient air circulation

Systematic space saving

Practical storage box

All overhead storage cupboards
have a void at the back through
which warm air can circulate
freely. That way major temperature variations and unwanted condensation in the interior can be
avoided.

The innovative raum+system of the ERIBA Nova GL gives you even
more space and comfort within the same dimensions. Completely clear
stowage spaces, large overhead storage cupboards and the cellar space
below the beds and seating ensure a huge amount of extra storage.
The raum+system also accommodates two-metre-long beds, U-shaped
comfort seating and a dressing room.

It is well worth equipping your
caravan with an extra lockable
storage box. This is just the thing
for tidying away all kinds of equipment, from snowboard and skis
for your winter holidays to the
awning in summer.

ERIBA Nova GL
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Treat yourself to a little luxury.

Home from home
The ERIBA Nova 530 GL feels almost like your living room at
home with its ultra-comfy seating area in the Santorin upholstery
fabric and trendy Legno Lombardo furniture finish.

Trentino style collection

Complete kitchen studio

A great combination

The ERIBA Nova GL is also optionally available in the Trentino style
collection and Varuna fabric combination. The open shelving is highly
practical for storing books, etc.

The kitchen in the Nova 545 GL has it all: a 148-litre Smart-Tower refrigerator including 12-litre freezer compartment, an optional Aspire cooker
and sturdy drawers with Servo soft-touch closing mechanisms.

The new 3-burner hob/sink combination comes with a safety pilot system,
is easy to clean and includes sufficient work surface at the front for food
preparation.
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
A world of wellness to suit every taste.

Intelligent bed design
Single beds or extra-large lounging area: the ingenious bed
conversion takes no time at all, while the Legno Lombardo
furniture finish provides a pleasant ambience.
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Just like home

Bath and shower room

Secure storage

Under the removable, washable drill cover, a high-quality cold foam
mattress guarantees home-from-home sleeping comfort – pictured here
on the snug double bed in the Nova 465 GL.

The side bathroom in the Nova 465 GL is an oasis of well-being and a
real eye-catcher too, with bamboo rod applique, indirect lighting and
LED spotlights.

The bathroom in the ERIBA Nova 530 GL boasts an array of open and
closed shelving and cupboards for secure storage of all your items.

ERIBA Nova SL
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Technical data

Model legend

Length × width × height

The ERIBA Nova SL models.

166 – 466 kg
1,500 – 1,800 kg

Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O

+

Nova 465 SL

690 × 230 × 262 cm

166 – 466 kg
1,500 – 1,800 kg

Nova 485 SL

Berths + O

Standard chassis

AL-KO lightweight chassis

Nova 545 SL

750 × 240 × 262 cm

171 – 471 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

716 × 230 × 262 cm

Nova 560 SL

783 × 240 × 262 cm

100 – 400 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

105 – 605 kg
1,500 – 2,000 kg

+

Nova 495 SL

717 × 230 × 262 cm

121 – 421 kg
1,500 – 1,800 kg

Nova 530 SL

ERIBA Nova SL

The ERIBA Nova SL boasts a modern design, unique comfort

Supreme design with perfect functionality.

lity. It has a classically stylish look featuring the warm Trentino

features and top functionality combined with excellent practica-

800 × 240 × 262 cm

121 – 421 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

767 × 230 × 262 cm

106 – 506 kg
1,600 – 2,000 kg

Nova 540 SL

Nova 580 SL

Nova 585 SL

800 × 240 × 262 cm

136 – 436 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

767 × 240 × 262 cm

151 – 451 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

Nova 590 SL

800 × 240 × 262 cm

101 – 401 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

Pear Wood furniture finish which radiates a feeling of cosiness.
The innovative ERIBA raum+system guarantees even more space
and freedom of movement within the same dimensions. Highlights

Nova 541 SL

of the new Nova generation include its outstanding body shell

151 – 451 kg
1,700 – 2,000 kg

design, separate dressing room, practical new service installation

764 × 240 × 262 cm

Nova 620 SL

823 × 240 × 262 cm

260 – 560 kg
2,000 – 2,300 kg

systems and absolute winter resistance.

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.
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More information
on the ERIBA Nova SL
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only.

www.eriba.com/nova-sl

ERIBA Nova SL highlights
Perfection down to the last detail.

More freedom of
movement with 1.98 m
headroom

PUAL body shell design:
optimal insulation,
absolute stability

PU double-glazed
windows with
inner frames

raum+system: for
added stowage space
and functionality

GRP lightweight floor
(wood-free) 51 mm
Optimal brake
force thanks to
AAA Premium Brake

50-l underfloor
freshwater tank

Other highlights: AL-KO Big Foot steady, 12V LED lighting, comfort bathroom with separate
shower compartment (depending on model), Truma-Therme hot water supply
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Double advantage

Optimal leak-tightness

Atmospheric lighting

City water connection

The 50-litre fresh water tank is installed under the floor, protected
from frost inside an insulated GRP
shell. This ensures improved handling and more space for stowage.
An underfloor 50-litre waste water
tank is also available on request.

The caravan roof is made from
robust aluminium with no
longitudinal seams so that water
cannot penetrate from above. The
optional GRP roof coating provides additional weather and hail
protection, preventing mechanical
damage to the roof surface.

The atmospheric ambient lighting,
the separately controlled reading
light and the stylish and practical
shelving at the head of the bed
provide all the ingredients for
spending a cosy evening reading
or simply snuggling down in your
mobile home.

The ideal solution for luxury
caravanners who need plenty of
water for cooking, showering or
washing, the City water connection gives you direct, easy access
to this most precious of resources.

Hot water

Systematic space saving

Ideal climate

The optional Alde hot-water
heating system with integrated
8.4-litre boiler and 3000W electric heating element together
with the hot-water floor heating
system make your caravan fully
winterproof. Three heating circuits
ensure a pleasant, even warmth
distribution.

The innovative raum+system of the ERIBA Nova SL gives you even more
space and comfort within the same dimensions. Completely clear stowage spaces, large overhead storage cupboards and the cellar space
below the beds and seating ensure a huge amount of extra storage. The
raum+system also accommodates two-metre-long beds, U-shaped comfort seating and a dressing room.

On request, you can also have the
Dometic FreshJet fitted – the most
compact and lightweight air conditioning system of its class. With
four air outlets for pleasant air
distribution, this low-noise, roofmounted system can be operated
by remote control.

ERIBA Nova SL
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Caravanning with a touch of luxury.

What more could you wish for?
From the modern design down to the smallest equipment detail:
the ERIBA Nova SL is the ultimate in caravan construction, leaving
no wish unfulfilled. Now also available in the Kariba style collection.
A high-class combination: the Kariba textile style collection
has recently seen the addition of the fabric brand Q2 from the
textile manufacturer ROHLEDER, whose upholstery and curtain
fabrics are made exclusively in Germany. Q2 is made from Hitex®
yarns specially developed for ROHLEDER, making it easy to clean,
extremely durable and highly light-resistant. Q2 fabrics are also
skin-friendly and suitable for allergy sufferers.

Raised refrigerator

Gas or electricity

Convivial atmosphere

The Nova SL has a raised Smart-Tower refrigerator with 148-litre capacity
and separate 12-litre freezer compartment. A matching microwave is also
optionally available.

The Thetford Aspire hob and oven combination is available as an optional
extra – with grill compartment, three gas burners and one hotplate.

The ambient lighting, supplied as standard, makes for a cosy evening
atmosphere – perfect for getting together round the table (seen here in
the Nova Light 540 SL in the simple Pebble Leather design).
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Quality to indulge your senses.

Charming single beds
Just the thing for a restful night’s sleep: two-metre-long single beds with cold foam mattresses, ergonomic wooden panel
grating and removable drill covers. The two single beds can be
transformed into an extra-large bed in an instant via an optional
roll-up slatted frame.
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Ideal for bookworms

Tasteful down to the last detail

Complete luxury

Relax with a good book thanks to separately controllable reading lights
and practical shelving at head height. A socket is also provided.

A wealth of attractive, practical details lend the bathroom a pleasant
atmosphere that makes it a joy to use.

More bathroom luxury is impossible: a noble design, high quality
materials, clever storage options and maximum functionality.

ERIBA
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= new

* Textile style collection = textile incl. luxury package with bedspread, tablecloth & cushions

= Standard equipment

Genuine leather

Carpet

Wood finishes

Pebble leather

Houston

Legno Lombardo

= Optional extra

The interior at a glance
Fabric and leather design, carpet and wood finishes.

Textile

Lionel

Pico

Textile style collection Kariba* (ROHLEDER)

Maraldi

Rodez

Textile style collection LuxusLine*

Roma

Merano Pear Wood

Millau (microfibre)

Santorin

Varuna

Samara

Trentino Pear Wood

Carpet

Wood finishes

Models
ERIBA
ERIBA
ERIBA
ERIBA
ERIBA
ERIBA

Textile

Touring
Feeling
Exciting
Nova Light
Nova GL
Nova SL
Lionel
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Leather

Maraldi

Millau

Pico

Rodez

Santorin

Kariba*
style collection

LuxusLine*
style collection

Varuna

Leather
Pebble

Houston

Roma

Samara

Legno
Lombardo

Merano
Pear Wood

Trentino
Pear Wood

HYMER Original Teile & Zubehör
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You can find the full range
of HYMER original parts &
accessories on the internet at:
www.hymer-original-parts.com

HYMER Original Parts & Accessories

Discover the wide range of innovative solutions available in the

A perfect match.

HYMER original accessories, you can rest assured you’ve made

categories interior, exterior, travel and transportation. With
the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality. HYMER original parts and accessories are not available
direct from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted exclusively
via your HYMER dealer.

Perfect protection

The HYMER e-bike

Made to measure

Always to hand

Lasting protection

The new ERIBA towbar cover is
made from high-quality weather-resistant canvas, and is attached with an expander.

The 20-inch HYMER e-bike is supplied fully equipped. Included in the
price are e.g. a large battery (BOSCH GEN 2 Active Line 400 Wh), sprung
seat post, Ortlieb bag in HYMER design with Quick Snap fastening and
ABUS combination lock. Besides a dead weight of just 21 kilos, the HYMER
e-bike boasts ergonomic grips, wide tyres, folding pedals, folding handlebars and a battery range of up to 105 km plus LED lights, making it a
genuine premium product.

You can tell an original HYMER
fitted sheet from its optimal fit.
Available for all bed versions,
the sheet is pleasantly soft to the
touch and is washable at 60 degrees and dryer-safe.

The rotary clothes dryer developed especially for the new ERIBA
Nova fits perfectly onto the rear
manoeuvring handle. Made entirely of stainless steel, it is easy to assemble and completely stable.

The HYMER nano-coating is a
high-performance two-component paint sealant. It provides lasting protection for your paintwork
and makes it quicker and easier to
clean. That way, your vehicle will
keep its shine – and its value – for
a long time to come.

Sleep in style

Like sleeping on air

Snug as a bug

No more detours

No more soakings

Need an extension?

The new HYMER bed linen by ESTELLA consists of top-quality Egyptian
cotton (non-iron interlock jersey). It is available in a choice of two designs to match the colour scheme of the ERIBA interior.

The new Visco-Elastic foam
specially developed for the HYMER
mattress topper is air-permeable and reacts to even the lightest weight, moulding perfectly to
your body.

The new smoke-coloured superfluffy and high-volume snuggle
blanket from Zoeppritz is washable and suitable for tumble drying.

The TomTom navigation device specially designed for HYMER motorhomes and ERIBA rigs can be relied on to get you to your destination. It
also includes an ADAC campsite and parking finder plus a free lifetime
card update service, and supports the input of vehicle-specific data.

The high-quality HYMER golf umbrella shakes dry in an instant
thanks to its Teflon coating, ready
for stowing back in the vehicle.

A winter awning with a sturdy roof
structure has now been developed
for the ERIBA Nova. It is angled
specifically to repel water droplets
and allow snow to slide off easily.

Illustrations for example purposes only.
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Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite
careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve
the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements during
the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract, please ask
one of our authorised HYMER/ERIBA dealers about the current product
and series status.
Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not
supplied by HYMER/ERIBA. The details of scope of delivery, appearance,
performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to
press – deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) are possible and permissible.
These data comply with European homologation regulations, which may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER/ERIBA
dealer will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the
standard scope of delivery.
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